Client Meeting #8
Revising the Requirements Specification

Members Present: 2/5
Justin Valentini, Colin Cubinski

Date: February 7th, 2007
Start Time: 9:30PA
Location: Computer Science Library

1) Going over screenshots

At our eighth client meeting, our goal was to revise and finalize the screenshots from the preliminary design. It is important that we solidify all of the facts now, as we need to start finalizing the GUI, and what the actual final product will look like.

- Lateness: Instead of having a separate section to distinguish lateness, the lab instructor will deduct points manually instead, depending on the degree of lateness. They will also have the option to comment on their reason for deducting points.
- No enforcement of points adding/subtracting. (i.e. 105 is a valid grade)
- Course Admin Screen
  - Add Button to OK Class/Section entry
  - Secondary Sorts → Clickable headers to sort columns
- Excel Screens
  - Display all grading criteria for Student User
  - Display only penalties for Lab Instructor User
  - Don’t display graded file for all users, but have it available
- Section Switching
  - If a student attends another lab, they will now be marked absent at their regular lab, and be marked present by the make up lab instructor, whose name will be displayed to verify that they were present.
  - Only Course Admin will be able to move students between sections for a permanent change.
- Simplify Login (i.e. don’t specify what class/section, just login name)
- Provide Template files
  - All files will be zipped, or can be downloaded individually
- Attendance
  - All students will be marked present by default, unless modified by instructor.
- Class Status
  - Lab instructors can remove a student from their class, but not the database
  - The course admin can remove students from the database if they officially drop the course.

End Time: 10:20AM